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THE MAJOR result of this paper answers a question raised by Waldhausen in 1970 by showing that if M and N are 
orientable three-dimensional handlebodies with genus(M) > genus(N) > 1, then there exist an infinite number of 
inequivalent proper degree-one maps from M to N. Copyright 0 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We answer a question of Waldhausen by showing that if M and N are orientable three- 
dimensional handlebodies with genus(M) > genus(N) > 1, then there exist an infinite 
number of inequivalent proper degree-one maps from M to N. 
Proper degree-one maps between oriented three-dimensional handlebodies can be 
partitioned into equivalence classes in a natural way by allowing proper homotopic 
deformation of the map and composition with orientation preserving homeomorphisms of 
the domain and range. Waldhausen showed in [ 1 l] that any proper degree-one map whose 
target is a solid torus or a three-ball is equivalent o a “standard” degree-one map. Hence 
there is only one equivalence class of degree-one maps when the target handlebody has 
genus less than two. Waldhausen then raised the question whether all proper degree-one 
map between orientable three-dimensional handlebodies are equivalent o standard maps. 
This turns out to be false, as the major result of this paper shows that in general there are an 
infinite number of inequivalent proper degree-one maps between handlebodies. This may be 
somewhat surprising because the close relationship between the topology of handlebodies 
and the structure of finitely generated free groups, together with Grushko’s Theorem, make 
it seem plausible that all proper degree-one maps between handlebodies are standard. 
Here is an outline of the paper. Section 1 consists of terminology and notation. In 
Section 2, we observe that iff is a proper degree-one map between handlebodies, then there 
exists a group Gcf), which is an invariant of the equivalence class off: In particular, iffis 
equivalent o a standard map in the sense of [ll], then Gcf) must be free of rank equal to the 
genus of the target handlebody. We also show that the equivalence class of a proper 
degree-one map f is determined by the kernel of the homomorphism induced by the 
restriction off to the boundary of the domain. 
In Section 3, we describe some examples and use the above algebraic invariant to show 
that if M and N are handlebodies with genus(M) > genus(N) > 1, then there exist an 
infinite number of distinct equivalence classes of proper degree-one maps from M to N. 
This, of course, answers the question Waldhausen raised as to whether nonstandard proper 
degree-one maps between handlebodies exist. 
The major question we leave unanswered is whether the group Gcf) associated with 
fcompletely determines the equivalence class off. This question may be of some interest, 
and we raise it again in the conclusion of the proper. 
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1. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
All manifolds and maps may be considered either smooth or P-L. Homology will always 
have integral coefficients. 
Let G be a finitely generated group. If x is an element of G, 1x1 will denote the order of x, 
while 1 GI will denote the order of G. If x and y are etements of G, [x, y] will denote the 
commutator xyx- 'y - ‘. If S is a nonempty subset of G, ((S, G)) will denote the normal 
closure of S in G, i.e. the smallest normal subgroup of G which contains S. The inner-rank of 
G is the largest integer n such that there exists a homomorphism of G onto a free group of 
rank n. The lower central series of G is defined inductively as follows: G1 = G and if m > 0, 
G rsl+ 1 = [G,, G]. Let G, denote the intersection of the terms of the lower central series of G. 
If h is a homomorphism of G into a group H, we will say that h is degenerate if G, is 
contained in ker(h) and that h is nondegenerate otherwise. 
If M is a manifold with boundary, dM will denote its boundary. If M and N are 
manifolds andfis a mapf: M + N, then af will denote the restriction off to aM. In this 
situation,f, will denote the homomorphism induced by f on the fundamental group level 
andf, will denote the homomorphism induced byfon homology. Similarly, a?. will denote 
the homomorphism induced by afon the fundamental group level and af# will denote the 
homomorphism induced by 8f on homology. 
If M and N are manifolds andfis a mapf: M + N, we sayf is proper iff(aM) lies in BN. 
If M and N are oriented handlebodies, the degree of a proper map is defined by 
f# [M] = degCf) [N], where CM] E H,(M, dM; 2) and EN] f H,(N, aiv; 2) denote chosen 
fundamental classes. A reference for such maps is [3]. 
A proper degree-one mapf: M -+ N of handlebodies i  standard if there exists a disk D in 
M which separates M into two handlebodies M’ and M” such thatf( M’ ) lies in a disk in aN 
and f restricted to the closure of M” in M is a homeomorphism. 
A mapf: M -+ N between closed orientable surfaces is a punch map if there is a separat- 
ing simple closed curve c in M such that f is a quotient map whose only nondegenerate 
point-inverse is one of the closed complementary domains of c. 
2 AN INVARIANT OF THE EQ~VALENCE CLASS OF A PROPER DEGREE-ONE MAP 
Our first lemma asserts that all of the essential information about the equivalence class 
of a proper degree-one mapfbetween three-dimensional orientable handlebodies i  carried 
by af: 
LEMMA 2.0. Let M and N be handlebodies with f: M -+ N and g : M -+ N proper degree- 
one maps such that af = dg. Then f and g are properly homotopic. 
Proof: Let (D1, &, . . . , D,,,> be a complete set of cutting disks for M. Examining the 
exact homotopy sequence for the pair (N, aN), and using the fact that handlebodies and 
closed orientable surfaces are k(z, 1)‘s shows that we have Lf(DJJ = [g(&)] in E~(N, aN), 
for i = 1,2, . . . , m. Hencef(Di) and g(Di) are properly homotopic keeping af(Di) and ag(Di) 
fixed, for i=1,2 ,..., m. Thenf(M\{D,,D, ,..., D,}) and g(M\{D1,Dz, . . . . Dm>) are 
homotopic because z,(N) and zTlg(N) are trivial, hence f and g are properly homot0pic.W 
It is known, see [Z], that any degree-one map between closed orientable surfaces is 
properly homotopic to a pinch map. Note that this implies the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Any proper degree-one map of handlebodies is properly homotopic to a map 
whose restriction to the boundary is a pinch map. 
If M and N are handlebodies, f: M + N is a proper degree-one map, and i : 8M -+ M is 
induced by inclusion of 8M into M, then we define G(f) to be the group nl (M)/i, ker(af*). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M and N be handlebodies, letf: M + N be a proper degree-one map, and 
let i : 8M -+ M be induced by inclusion of aM into M. Then G(f) is an invariant of the 
equivalence class off 
Proof: This follows immediately from the invariance of G(f) under proper homotopic 
deformation off and the invariance of G(f) under homeomorphisms of M and N. n 
Let M and N be handlebodies, and let f: M + N be a proper degree-one map. We say 
that f is algebraically standard if the group G(f) is free. Note that a standard map is 
algebraically standard. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let M be a handlebody, c a separating simple closed curve in aM, and S one 
of the closed complementary domains of c in aM. Let i: aM -+ M be induced by inclusion, and 
let q be a quotient map of 8M whose only nondegenerate point inverse is S. Then there exists 
a handlebody N and a proper degree-one map f: M -+ N with af = q if and only if the group 
z,(M)/& ker(q,) has inner rank equal to the genus of the surface BMJS. Furthermore, any two 
extensions of q are equivalent. 
Proof Let q* : nl (aM) + x1 (aM/S) be the natural quotient homomorphism. Suppose 
q has an extension f: Observe that ker(q,) = ((x1(S), nI(dM))). Since degree-one maps 
induce surjections on fundamental groups, it follows that n,(M)/& ker(q,) has inner rank 
greater than or equal to the genus of aM/S. To see that the inner rank of n,(M)/i, ker(q,) is 
not greater than the genus of aM/S, first observe that nI(M)/i, ker(q,) is isomorphic to 
7c1 (M)/(i, ker(q,). ker(i,)). Then, pull back a complete set of cutting disks D for N under 
f and abelianize. The inverse images of the disks in D form a set of surfaces whose 
boundaries are independent homology generators of Hr (aM). This implies the result. 
Conversely, suppose rcr(M)/i, ker(q,) has inner rank equal to the genus of aM/S. Note 
that zl(M)/i* ker(q,) is isomorphic to nI(aM/S)/q, ker(i,). Thus there exists a free group F, 
whose rank is equal to the genus of aM/S, and an epimorphism g:zl(aM/S) + F such that 
q* ker(i,) lies in ker(0). By a theorem of Jaco [6], there exists a handlebody N with 
8N = dM/S, such that the map j: aN + N, induced by inclusion, has the property that 
j, = 0. It follows that q has an extension& 
Finally, we show that any two extensions of q are equivalent. To do this, we will show 
that there is a unique normal subgroup K of zI(aM/S) such that q.+ ker(i,) c K and 
rc, (dM/S)/K is free of rank equal to the genus of aM/S. Hence there is essentially only one 
way up to add 2-handles to the surface aM/S in order to obtain the handlebody N. Let 
k, : nl (?M/S)/q, ker(i,) + X,(N) be induced by j,. Note that k, induces an isomorphism on 
first homology which is onto H1 (N). Now, Theorem 1 of [7] asserts that if h is a homomor- 
phism of a group G into a free group F such that h induces an isomorphism of G/G2 
onto F/F,, then the kernel of h is G,. Therefore ker(k,) = (zI(aM/S)/q, ker(i,)),. 
Hence ker(j*) = K = q* ker(i,)*(n,(aM/S)/q, ker(i,)),; which is completely determined 
by q* ker(i,), and is independent of j. It follows that any two extensions of q are 
equivalent. n 
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Combining the preceding observations with known results about surface maps, we have 
the following characterization of equivalence of proper degree-one maps of handlebodies. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let f: M + N and g : M + N be two proper degree-one maps of three- 
dimensional handlebodies. Thenf and g are equivalent ifand only ifthere exists an orientation- 
preserving homeomorphism h : M + M such that ah, ker(af*) = ker(ag,). 
Proof: Necessity is clear, so suppose that there exists an orientation-preserving homeo- 
morphism h : M + M such that ah, ker(af*) = ker(ag,). Let j:aN + N be induced by 
inclusion. It then follows from Corollary 9.3 of [4] that there exists an orientation- 
preserving homeomorphism k : 8N + 8N such that k(8f) = ag(ah). However, the proof of 
Theorem 2.3 implies that k, ker( j,) = ker( j,). If follows that k has an extension to N and 
hence f and g are equivalent. n 
Remark. Suppose {Dl, D2, . . . , Dm} is a complete set of cutting disks for M, i : 3M + M 
is induced by inclusion, and q is a pinch map of 8M. By applying a result of [S] to the set of 
loops (q(D,), q(&), . . . ,q(D,)) one can decide whether there exists a handlebody N and 
a proper degree-one map f: M + N with 8f = q. 
3. NONSTANDARD PROPER DEGREE-ONE MAPS OF HANDLEBODIES 
In this section, we show in Theorem 3.7 that if M and N are two handlebodies with 
genus(M) > genus(N) > 1, then there exist an infinite number of distinct equivalence 
classes of proper degree-one maps from M to N. We do this first for the special case where 
M is of genus three and N is of genus two. The general result then follows easily. We begin 
by exhibiting an infinite number of pinch maps from the boundary of a handlebody of genus 
three onto a closed orientable surface of genus two such that each pinch map satisfies the 
hypothesis of Theorem 2.3. It follows that each of these pinch maps uniquely determines an 
eqivalence class of proper degree-one maps from a handlebody of genus three onto 
a handlebody of genus two. These pinch maps are specified by the R-R diagram in Fig. 1. 
(The reader unfamiliar with R-R diagrams may wish to consult [9] for some background 
on these diagrams.) 
Let 6 and E be a pair of relatively prime integers, and let M be a handlebody of genus 3. 
Figure 1 is an R-R diagram which schematically represents an embedding of a pair of 
simple closed curves RI and R2 in 8M such that R,nR, is a single point p at which RI and 
R2 intersect ransversely. 
Let S be a regular neighborhood of RI v R2 in aM and let q be a pinch map of aM which 
pinches S to a point. Let i: 8M + M be induced by inclusion, and let G(6, E) denote the 
group zl(M)/i* ker(q,). Then taking p to be the basepoint of n,(M), RI and R2 represent 
the following words in znl(M): 
RI = B”A-1BdACABdA-1BEA-‘BdAC-2ABdA-1BEA-1BdACB-dABBA-1 
R2 = AB-6A-‘CAB6A-‘B”A-‘B6AC-2AB6A-1BEA-1B6ACAB6A-1B-6’. 
It follows that G(6, E) has the presentation: G(6, E) = (A, B, CIR1, R2). Now introduce 
a new generator D and a new relation by setting D = AB’A- ‘B&A- ‘B6A. Then RI can be 
written as DCDCe2DC = B6. Whereupon R2 can be rewritten as [B’, ABaA-‘] = D. Then 
G(6, E) also has the presentation: 
G(6,e) = (A, B, C, DID = ABaA-‘B”A-‘B6A, DCDC-‘DC = B’, [B6, AB6A-‘1 = 0). 
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Next, observe that G(6, E) abelianized is free abelian of rank two and that adding the 
relation B = 1 to the presentation of G(6, E) yields a presentation of a free group of rank two. 
Thus G(6, a) has inner rank two. It then follows from Theorem 2.3 that there exists 
a handlebody N, of genus two, and a proper degree-one map f (6, E): M + N with 
df(S, E) = q. Finally, note that we may identify the groups G(6, a) and Gcf(S, a)). 
LEMMA 3.1. The normal closures of both B and Bd in G(6, E) are equal to G(6, E),. 
ProoJ Since G(6, E) abelianized is free abelian of rank two and adding the relation B = 1 
to the presentation of G(6, a) yields a free group of rank two, it follows from Theorem 1 of 
[7] that the normal closure of B in G(6, E) is G(6, E),. Next, note that adding the relation 
Bd = 1 to the presentation of G(6, a) gives the relation B” = 1 as a consequence. But, 6 and 
E are relatively prime. Hence B” = 1 implies B = 1, and the normal closure of B” is also 
G(& a),, n 
Remark. The reader who wants to see an example of a nonstandard map may wish to 
stop at this point in order to consider the map f (l,O). We claim f(1, 0) is algebraically 
nonstandard, and hence nonstandard. Note that to verify this, it is enough to verify that 
G(f (LO)) is not a free group. Since the intersection of the descending central series of 
a finitely generated free group is trivial, see [lo], it suffices to verify that GCf(1, 0)), is not 
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trivial. However, this can be easily done by checking that setting: 
h(A) = (278) (496) (5,7) 
MB) = (1,2,3,4) (596, 798) 
h(C) = (1,5,8,7,4,6) 
MD) = (173) (234) (537) (6, Q 
induces a nondegenerate permutation representation h: G(l, 0) -+ Ss, where Ss is the sym- 
metric group on eight elements. (This example is simple enough that RI and R2 can be 
drawn on the boundary of M and then one can enjoy contemplating what happens to M as 
a regular neighborhood of R,uR2 is smashed to a point by f(l, O).) 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 6 and E be relatively prime integers and let H be ajinite group such that 
[HI divides 6. Then any homomorphism h of G(6, E) into H is degenerate. 
Proof: Since Ih( divides IHI which divides 6, Bd is contained in ker(h). Hence, by 
Lemma 3.1, G(6, s), is contained in ker(h) and h is degenerate. w 
LEMMA 3.3. ifp is a prime of the form x2 + 64y2, then there exist residues CY and j? such 
thatg4s -2modpand4P2= -lmodp. 
Proof: Since p is expressible as the sum of two squares p z 1 mod4, by El, p. 741 there 
exists a residue s such that s4 E 2modp. Thus 2 is a quadratic residue modp, and by the 
Corollary to Theorem 9-8 of [S], we must have p = f 1 mod 8. However, p = 1 mod 4. 
Hence p E 1 mod 8. Let u be a primitive root modp. Then up-l = 1 modp. Let 
k =O, - 1)/S, and let t 3 ukmodp. Then t4 = - lmodp. Thus if a = _+stmodp, 
or c1 = + st3modp, then ~1~ E - 2 modp. While if fl E _t t2/2modp, then 
4fi2 zz - lmodp. n 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let p be a prime of theform x2 + 64y2 and GI and a residues such that 
~1~ E - 2 mod p while 4p2 z - 1 mod p. Suppose 6 and E are relatively prime integers such 
that E z - 2a2 6 mod p while 6 f 0 mod p. Then there exists a nondegenerate homomorphism 
h ofG(6, E) into GL(2, p). 
Proof: Define a map h on the generators of G(6, E) into GL(2, p) by 
h(A) = 
- a(1 + a2)/2 - cc(l - 4c?)/4 
a - a(1 + a’)/2 ] 
1 t/s 
h(B) = O 1 
[ 1 
h(C) = 
(2 - 38)/5 - (1 + P)/JO 
2(1 + /3)/5 (2 + 7PV5 1 
h(D)=[_; ‘6-j. 
Then straightforward, but tedious computation, which we omit, will verify that this 
assignment determines a homomorphism of G(6, E) into GL(2, p). W 
LEMMA 3.5. There exist in~~itely many distinct primes of the form x2 + 64y2, 
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Proof. According to [l, p. 371, the quadratic form au2 + buu + cu2 represents infinitely 
many primes provided the integers a, b, and c are pairwise relatively prime. The change of 
variables x = 3u + 5v, y = u + 2v, converts the quadratic form x2 + 64~’ into the equiva- 
lent form 73u2 + 286~~ + 281u2, where 73,286 and 281 are pairwise relatively prime. This 
implies that there are infinitely many distinct primes of the form x2 + 64~~. n 
The next proposition supplies the last fact needed for the proof of Theorem 3.7. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. There exists an infinite sequence of pairs of relatively prime integers 
(Si, Ei) i = 1, 2, 3 . . . such that ifj and k are positive integers, then the groups G(6j, &j) and 
G(&, ck) are not isomorphic unless j = k. 
Proof: We induct on i. For i = 1, take (6,, Ed) = (1,24), c1= 34, j3 = 50 and p1 = 73. 
Then Proposition 3.4 implies that there exists a nondegenerate homomorphism hI from 
G(l, 24) into GL(2,73). 
Next, suppose inductively that (Si, Ei) and pi have been chosen so that there is a non- 
degenerate homomorphism of G(6i, ci) into GL(2, pi) for i = 1,2, . . . , n - 1. Then choose 
6, SO that (GL(2, pi)1 divides 6, for i = 1,2, . . . ,n - 1. Lemma 3.5 implies there exists 
a prime p. of the form x2 + 64y2 such that 6, f 0 modp,. Lemma 3.3 then allows one to find 
an integer E, so that the hypothesis of Proposition 3.4 are satisfied. It follows that there 
exists a nondegenerate homomorphism h, from G(6,, E,) into GL(2, p,). On the other hand, 
Lemma 3.2 implies that G(6,, E,) has only degenerate homomorphisms into GL(2, pi) for 
i= 1,2, . . . ,n - 1. It follows that G(6,, E,) is not isomorphic to G(6i, Ei) for 
i = 1,2, . . . ,n - 1. H 
THEOREM 3.7. Let M and N be handlebodies with genus(M) > genus(N) > 1. Then there 
exist an in$nite number of distinct equivalence classes of proper degree-one maps from M to N. 
Proof. If genus(M) = 3, and genus(N) = 2, then Proposition 3.6 shows that the set of 
proper degree-one maps f (6, E) constructed above, where 6 and E are relatively prime 
integers, contains an infinite number of proper degree-one maps from M to N whose groups 
are distinct. In particular, there exists an infinite sequence of proper degree-one maps 
fi : M + N, i = 1,2,3, . . such that the groups G(fi) are pairwise non-isomorphic. Thus the 
result holds if genus(M) = 3 and genus(N) = 2. 
Now suppose M’ and N’ are any handlebodies with genus(M’) > genus(N’) > 1. Con- 
sider M’ as M @ M” and N’ as N 0 N”, where M” and N” are handlebodies of genus 
greater than or equal to 0, and 0 denotes connected sum along a disk. Then let gi: M’ -+ N’, 
i = 1, 2, 3, . . . be a map obtained by forming a disk sum offi: M + N, i = 1,2,3, . . . with 
h: M” + N”, where h is a standard degree-one map. Note that each group G(gi) is isomor- 
phic to a free product of Gcf) with a free group whose rank is equal to genus(N’) - 2. But, 
then all of the preceding results still hold, except hat the inner rank of G(gi), which is equal 
to the genus of N’, may be larger than two. In particular, Proposition 3.6 applies, so the 
groups G(gi) are pairwise nonisomorphic, and hence the maps gi are pairwise inequivalent 
for i = 1.2,3, . . . W 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In conclusion, it would be interesting to know if the group associated with a proper 
degree-one map of handlebodies is a complete invariant of the equivalence class of the 
John Berge 
degree-one map. So, suppose that f: M + N and g : M + N are proper degree-one maps 
between handlebodies, and Gcf) is isomorphic to G(g). Arefand g equivalent? In particular, 
are algebraically standard maps standard? 
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